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[1] One of the most powerful approaches for understanding the 3-D thermo-chemical
structure of the lower mantle is to link tomographic models with mineral physics data.
This is not straightforward because of strong trade-offs between thermal and chemical
structures and their influence on seismic structures. They can be reduced by mapping
simultaneously perturbations of wave speeds and density anomalies and by the quantitative
assessment of the accuracy and uniqueness of seismic and mineralogical data. Here,
we present new tomographic maps of low order even-degree seismic structures which are
an improvement on earlier models. They satisfy constraints from body wave, surface wave
and normal mode data simultaneously, thereby enhancing the spatial resolution.
Furthermore, the seismic structure at a given location is represented by a probability
density function (pdf) which takes into account the uncertainty and non-uniqueness of the
solution due to modeling and data restrictions. Following a robust statistical procedure,
we fit heterogeneity of wave speeds and density from hypothetical thermo-chemical
models to those of our tomographic maps. We thereby constrain lateral variations of
temperature as well as iron, silica and post-perovskite concentration in terms of pdfs.
Our work shows that large scale chemical variations are likely everywhere in the lower
mantle. In most of the D″ region post-perovskite is most abundant in the Circum-Pacific
belt, but near the core its lateral variation is more complex. Furthermore, post-perovskite
concentration trades off with the amplitudes of temperature and silicate variations,
but not with their lateral distribution. This might be the reason why temperature
and silicate variations appear not constrained by our data in the lowermost
few hundred km of the mantle.
Citation: Mosca, I., L. Cobden, A. Deuss, J. Ritsema, and J. Trampert (2012), Seismic and mineralogical structures of the lower
mantle from probabilistic tomography, J. Geophys. Res., 117, B06304, doi:10.1029/2011JB008851.
1. Introduction
[2] In the last three decades a large number of global
tomographic studies have produced maps of the seismic
properties (i.e., shear wave speed, compressional wave speed
and to a lesser extent density) of the Earth’s interior. Despite
different data sets and different strategies for solving the
inverse problem, the maps show common long wavelength
variations, especially of shear wave speed anomalies. In
particular, S wave speed perturbation models [e.g., Ritsema
et al., 1999; Masters et al., 2000; Megnin and Romanowicz,
2000; Gu et al., 2001; Grand, 2002; Becker and Boschi,
2002; Antolik et al., 2003; Ritsema et al., 2011] resolve
globally the Earth’s deep interior better than P wave speed
perturbation models [e.g., Bijwaard et al., 1998; Vasco and
Johnson, 1998; van der Hilst et al., 1997; Boschi and
Dziewonski, 2000; Masters et al., 2000; Fukaoet al., 2001;
Karason and van der Hilst, 2001; Zhao, 2001] which are
more suitable for detecting hundred-km wide structures (e.g.,
subducting slabs) on the regional scale. The uppermost part
of the lower mantle is dominated by higher than average
wave speed associated with down-going lithospheric slabs
beneath North and South America as well as the Western
Pacific [e.g., van der Hilst et al., 1997; Fukao et al., 2001].
Between 1500 and 2000 km depth a coherent pattern of
seismic velocity heterogeneity disappears. The D″ region, i.e.
the few hundred km above the core-mantle boundary (CMB)
[Bullen, 1949], is dominated by lower than average shear
wave speed beneath the central Pacific Ocean and Africa and
high shear wave speed anomalies beneath the Circum-Pacific
belt. The two low-velocity regions have been interpreted as
upwellings of hotter material and have therefore been
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referred to as “super-plumes” [e.g., Su and Dziewonski,
1997; Forte and Mitrovica, 2001; Romanowicz and Gung,
2002] or as large low shear velocity provinces (LLSVP)
after Garnero and McNamara [2008]. We prefer the latter as
it does not suggest any particular dynamic behavior.
Although some P wave speed variation models display a
similar pattern in the lowermost mantle [e.g., Masters et al.,
2000; Karason and van der Hilst, 2001; Zhao, 2001], there
is no general consensus on the compressional velocity
structure due to the limited sampling by P wave phases (e.g.,
PcP, Pdiff) in this region.
[3] In the last ten years it has been widely accepted that
seismic anomalies have both a thermal and a chemical origin
(for review, see Romanowicz [2003], Trampert and van der
Hilst [2005], and Lay [2007]). Studies based on both the
forward and the inverse problem have contributed toward
accepting the thermo-chemical nature of Earth’s deep
structure. Waveform modeling and travel-time analysis have
produced results which are not biased by the ill-posed and
ill-conditioned tomographic inverse problem and therefore
have provided in some cases better estimations for the small-
scale seismic structure. For example, they have revealed a larger
amplitude and a stronger lateral gradient of shear velocity
beneath the Central Pacific Ocean [Breger and Romanowicz,
1998; Tanaka, 2002; Ford et al., 2006; He et al., 2006] and
Africa [Ritsema et al., 1998;Ni andHelmberger, 2003a, 2003b;
Toh et al., 2005] than those from tomographic studies. Such a
high amplitude (between 1 and 7% beneath Central Pacific
and 3% beneath Africa) cannot be caused only by a thermal
effect.
[4] The joint inversion for pairs of seismic observables has
undoubtedly shown the existence of significant chemical
variations. One of the most important contributions is the
density variation model of Ishii and Tromp [1999] produced
independently of compressional and shear wave speed per-
turbations from a data set of high quality normal-mode
measurements. The most surprising feature of their model
was the anti-correlation between S wave speed and density
heterogeneity in the deep mantle. Su and Dziewonski [1997],
Masters et al. [2000] and Forte and Mitrovica [2001]
inverted for both the S wave speed and the bulk sound
velocity using different seismic data sets and found a strong
anti-correlation between their anomalies. The tomographic
models based on the joint inversion for shear and compres-
sional wave speeds allowed several authors to determine the
shear to compressional velocity anomaly ratio which is between
2.5 and 4 in the D″ region [e.g., Robertson and Woodhouse,
1996; Su and Dziewonski, 1997; Kennett et al., 1998; Vasco
and Johnson, 1998; Masters et al., 2000; Romanowicz, 2001;
Ritsema and van Heijst, 2002; Antolik et al., 2003]. The relative
behavior between seismic anomalies (i.e., dlnvs versus dlnr,
dlnvs versus dlnvp, dlnvs versus dlnvc) contradicted the ther-
mal paradigm widely accepted for the lower mantle and
implied a less dominant role of the thermal perturbations and,
thus, an increasing role for chemical anomalies [Forte and
Mitrovica, 2001; Karato and Karki, 2001; Saltzer et al.,
2001; Deschamps and Trampert, 2004]. If the temperature
alone were to be responsible for the seismic heterogeneity, a
shear to compressional wave speed anomaly ratio would be
lower than 2 [e.g., Karato and Karki, 2001] and the scaling
factor of density to shear wave speed anomaly would be ≈0.4
[e.g., Anderson et al., 1984].
[5] There is a new incentive to quantify the chemical and
thermal nature of seismic heterogeneity in the mantle fol-
lowing the discovery of the phase change in perovskite,
the most abundant mineral of the lower mantle, to post-
perovskite [Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004;
Tsuchiya et al., 2004b]. Mineral physics predicts that the
conversion of perovskite into post-perovskite involves an
abrupt increase in S wave speed variations and a smaller
increase in P wave speed perturbations [Tsuchiya et al.,
2004b; Wentzcovitch et al., 2006]. This appears consistent
with images of shear wave velocity as well as with the high
ratio of shear to compressional wave speed anomalies in the
D″ region. Furthermore, seismic anisotropy, which is rela-
tively strong in localized regions of the deep interior [e.g.,
Kendall and Silver, 1996; Vinnik et al., 1998; Panning and
Romanowicz, 2004], may be consistent with the intrinsi-
cally anisotropic structure of post-perovskite. Mineral
physics suggests that the post-perovskite phase transition
occurs in cooler regions characterized by a strong increase
in dlnvs, a small increase in dlnvp and a 1–2% increase in
dlnr [Oganov and Ono, 2004; Tsuchiya et al., 2004b,
2004c]. Hence, it is most likely that post-perovskite is
present at the Circum-Pacific belt [Wentzcovitch et al.,
2006].
[6] Geodynamic studies have found that the relatively
high density beneath the central Pacific Ocean and Africa
can be explained by the existence of thick compositionally
distinct piles of ancient slabs of oceanic lithosphere [Kellogg
et al., 1999; Karato and Karki, 2001; Nakagawa and
Tackley, 2004]. Such piles are denser than the surrounding
mantle and perhaps iron-enriched. This iron enrichment may
elevate the perovskite (Pv) to post-perovskite (pPv) transi-
tion to shallower depths than in the ambient mantle [Ohta
et al., 2008]. In this context the sources of chemical het-
erogeneity, well known so far, can be represented by the Pv
into pPv phase transition and the higher concentration of
iron in the deep interior.
[7] Trampert et al. [2004] and Deschamps et al. [2007]
have combined seismological observations with constraints
from mineral physics and geodynamics. Using the sensitivi-
ties from mineral physics [Trampert et al., 2001; Deschamps
and Trampert, 2004], thermal and chemical variations in the
deep Earth are related to anomalies in P wave speed, S wave
speed and density mapped simultaneously from the inversion
of surface wave and normal-mode measurements. The
thermal and chemical perturbation model has subsequently
been linked to geodynamics in Deschamps et al. [2007] and
Deschamps and Tackley [2008, 2009]. They generated
thermo-chemical convection models for the lower mantle
and compared the associated thermal and compositional
density distributions with those from Trampert et al. [2004]
in terms of power spectra. Using this procedure the behav-
ior of the thermo-chemical convection in the lower mantle
can be correlated with changing rheological, physical and
compositional parameters.
[8] More recently, an approach for linking seismological
and mineralogical data at the base of the mantle is given in
L. Cobden et al. (On the likelihood of post-perovskite at the
core-mantle boundary: A statistical interpretation of seismic
observations, submitted to Physics of the Earth and Plane-
tary Interiors, 2012). This is based on a statistical compari-
son of P wave speed and S wave speed anomalies generated
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(1) via tomographic inversion of seismic data and (2) via
thermodynamic modeling of hypothetical thermo-chemical
structures.
[9] The current paper extends the works of Trampert et al.
[2004] and L. Cobden et al. (submitted manuscript, 2012).
Here we image spatial variations in temperature and com-
position in the lower mantle structure by combining the most
recent mineral physics experimental constraints and an
updated seismic data set. It is possible, therefore, to map
lateral variations in post-perovskite content in the deep
interior. In sections 2–4 we present the approach, data and
results for obtaining long wavelength models of even order
structures of P wave speed, S wave speed and density, using
body wave, surface wave and normal-mode measurements
and a Monte Carlo approach for the inverse problem.
Sections 5 and 6 describe the procedure and the results of the
thermo-chemical model corresponding to the observed
seismic anomalies. Finally, in section 7 we draw general
conclusions.
2. Method for Mapping Seismic Structures
[10] Probabilistic tomography [Trampert et al., 2004] is a
recent technique for solving the seismic inverse problem. It is
based on a full model space search method, the Neighbor-
hood Algorithm, to infer all the possible information from
data [Sambridge, 1999a, 1999b]. So far probabilistic
tomography has been applied to invert normal-mode splitting
functions and surface-wave phase-velocity maps [Beghein
et al., 2002; Resovsky and Trampert, 2003; Trampert et al.,
2004; Visser et al., 2008]. For these data it is straightfor-
ward to reduce the inverse problem into a small number of
unknowns (less than 20), an important condition for applying
a Monte Carlo approach. Indeed, a global search technique
becomes computationally too expensive with increasing the
number of free parameters. The construction of phase
velocity maps and splitting functions for low spherical har-
monics is a well defined inverse problem which does not
require regularization. The depth inversion is a more poorly
constrained inverse problem and the biggest source of non-
uniqueness in the final model. However, it can be represented
by a limited number of parameters and, thus, is suitable for
probabilistic tomography. Body wave measurements have
not been incorporated into a two-step probabilistic tomogra-
phy yet, but they would increase the depth resolution of the
seismic velocity in the lower mantle. However, decomposing
the inverse problem of body waves in radial and lateral
components is not straightforward. Travel-time data are often
described using path integrals (e.g., ray theory) which pro-
duce too many unknowns for a global search approach.
[11] Mosca and Trampert [2009] proposed a uniform
formalism to invert body wave, surface wave and normal-
mode data using a Monte Carlo technique. Assuming a
spherically layered Earth, a path-average approximation can
be formulated to separate the radial and lateral components
of travel-time measurements in long wavelength structures.
In this way the delay time as a function of ray parameter p is
the average of the two-way vertical travel-time perturbation
dt(p, q, f) at a location (q, f) between source and receiver:




dt p; q;fð ÞdD ð1Þ
and the two-way vertical travel-time perturbation at a loca-
tion (q, f) is related to the radial velocity perturbation dv r;q;fð Þv0 rð Þ
at (r, q, f) with respect to PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson,
1981]:
dt p; q;fð Þ ¼ 2
Z a
rbot
K rð Þ dv r; q;fð Þ
v0 rð Þ dr: ð2Þ
Here, K(r) is the sensitivity kernel that depends only on
depth, v0 is the velocity in PREM, rbot is the radius of the
bottom point of the raypath, and a is the Earth’s radius.
[12] Equations (1) and (2) are similar to classical tomog-
raphy for normal-modes [e.g., Dahlen and Tromp, 1998] and
surface waves [e.g., Woodhouse and Wong, 1986]. Thus,
body wave travel-time tomography can be separated into
two steps. In the first step two-way vertical travel-time
residual maps are constructed as a function of ray parameter,
comparable to splitting functions and phase velocity maps as
a function of frequency. The second step involves their local
depth inversion, the less well constrained part, but repre-
sented by few unknowns and, thus, suitable for being solved
by the Neighborhood Algorithm.
[13] Two-way vertical travel-time residual maps, splitting
functions and phase velocities maps are local functions lin-
early related to the Earth’s structure x = (vp, vs, r) through
the kernel Kx(r):
dd q;fð Þ ¼
Z a
0
Kx rð Þdx r; q;fð Þdr: ð3Þ
This expression corresponds to equation (2) for body wave
measurements. For free oscillations and surface waves
dd(q, f) is the local splitting function and the local phase
perturbation, respectively. We first expand the data dd into
spherical harmonics up to degree L for lateral hetero-
geneities:





cl;mYl;m q;fð Þ; ð4Þ
where yl,m is the spherical harmonic function, l and m are the
angular and azimuthal order, respectively, and cl,m are the
harmonic coefficients. The coefficients cl,m are functions of
depth by virtue of (3). Therefore, we expand the model
parameters dx(r, q, f) laterally into spherical harmonics up








Kx rð Þfk rð Þdr; ð5Þ
with cl,m
k , being the model coefficients. The full problem
spans the lateral and radial components simultaneously with
K(L + 1)2 unknowns. Using equations (4) and (5), the
problem can be divided into two steps: (1) the representation
of the data (travel time, phase and frequency variations)
as a function on the sphere and (2) the local depth inversion
of these functions for depth. The latter part trivially
decomposes into individual spherical harmonic components
(equation (5)) solvable by the Neighborhood Algorithm (NA).
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2.1. Search and Appraisal Stage
of the Neighborhood Algorithm
[14] NA is a guided Monte Carlo method because it is
based on a full space search. It consists of two parts, the
search and the appraisal stage. The first part of the NA
samples the entire model space, null-space included, and
attributes a probability to each solution compatible with the
data. The second stage represents the information from
the ensemble of models in terms of a Bayesian posterior
probability density function (pdf ). We refer the reader to
Sambridge [1999a, 1999b] for a complete explanation about
this technique. Following Tarantola [1987] we define the
pdf of the estimated model parameter m from a set of mea-
surements d:
P mjdð Þ ¼ kr mð ÞL mjdð Þ; ð6Þ
with r(m), the prior pdf of the model; k, the normalization
factor; and L(djm), the likelihood function which measures
how well the model fits the data. This is proportional to the
negative exponential of the misfit function c2:
L mð Þ ∝ exp c2 ; ð7Þ
where c2 evaluates the difference between observed and
predicted data. Since we use body waves (BW), surface























with N, the total number of data. The measurements are the
i-th spherical harmonic coefficient of the vertical body wave




, and normal-mode splitting functions, hi, with the
associated uncertainty, si. To estimate the predicted data of
equation (8) the search stage evaluates the forward problem
of each generated model (equation (5)).
[15] To sample the model space efficiently and quickly,
four parameters must be defined: ns, the number of models
generated at each iteration; nr, the number of “best” data-
fitting models around which to draw new models; Nit, the
number of iterations; and ninit, the number of models sam-
pled at the first iteration. After testing different combinations
of tuning parameters, we have found that in a highly-
dimensional parameter space (>30), it is better to have many
iterations and small ns and nr with nr ≪ ns in order to con-
verge toward the best fitting region within a practical com-
putational time [Mosca, 2010]. We therefore choose
ninit = 100, a suitable number to start the survey without
missing the region of good data-fit, Nit = 10000, ns = 20,
nr = 2 and, thus, generate 200100 models in the first stage.
For a more exploratory search, the parameters ns and nr
should have similar values. The search becomes more
restrictive and the sampling of the model space more local-
ized around the minimum-misfit area with decreasing nr.
We have tested that with our choice of parameters we do
not miss any potential solutions in the model space.
The algorithm has been designed to run on parallel compu-
ters. In particular, the search stage has recently been refor-
mulated to scale more efficiently [Rickwood and Sambridge,
2006]. In our case, we generate 200100 models in 5 hours
using 20 processors on a 32-node cluster.
[16] The appraisal part of the NA is controlled by Nw and
Nc which are the numbers of models used to re-sample the
parameter space by Gibbs samplers. Their choice is less
critical than that of ns and nr and we only have to ensure
proper convergence of the Monte Carlo integration. We set
Nw = 5 and Nc = 400 so that we re-sample 158000 models in
2.5 hours with 80 processors of a 32-node cluster.
[17] Besides the tuning parameters, the algorithm requires
a choice of the boundaries of the model space. This, together
with the model parametrization and the data uncertainty,
represents the prior constraints on the final model. As a result
of many tests [Mosca, 2010], we impose dlnvp to lie between
0.01 and +0.01, dlnvs and dlnr between 0.02 and +0.02




and +0.005. The latter corresponds to a topographic variation
between 28 and +28 km at the 670-km discontinuity and
between 17 and +17 km at the CMB. Due to the strong
trade-off between density and topography a smaller range
would affect the estimation of dlnr.
3. Data and Parametrization
[18] The measurements used in this study consist of body
waves, free oscillations and surface waves with associated
uncertainty. Table 1 lists the type (seismic phase for body
Table 1. Type and Number of Data Used in the Inversiona

















Mode l = 0, 2 l = 4 l = 6
Normal-Mode Measurements
0 14 12 11
1 8 6 5
2 6 6 6
3 2 2 0
4 5 3 1
5 3 3 3
aThe type of data is the phase for body waves and the mode for surface
waves and normal modes.
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waves, the mode for surface waves and normal-modes) and
the number of data.
[19] The body wave travel-time residuals are measured
from the maximum cross-correlation between low-pass fil-
tered (T > 16 s) seismograms and synthetics calculated with
respect to PREM within 80-s time windows around major
phases [Ritsema et al., 2011; Ritsema and van Heijst, 2002].
Source parameters are from the global CMT catalogue
(http://www.globalcmt.org). Furthermore, the time delays
have been corrected for crustal, ellipticity and relocation
corrections [Ritsema et al., 2011]. In particular, the crustal
structures have been calculated using finite-frequency theory
[Ritsema et al., 2009]; whereas, the corrections due to the
source mislocation have been obtained from fitting travel
times in a smooth degree-12 velocity model [Ritsema et al.,
2004]. We have found that the largest correction is due to
relocation errors which are between 5 and 1 s compared
to 1–2 s for the other two corrections [Mosca, 2010].
[20] To build consistent two-way travel-time residual map
dt(p, q, f) we select raypaths within a narrow range of ray
parameters to maximize the ray coverage. Following this
criteria we analyze P, Pdiff and PP phases on the vertical
component seismogram; and S, Sdiff, SS and SSS phases on
the transverse component. The diffracted raypaths have a
constant ray parameter; the ray parameters of P and S phases
vary by 1 s/deg; and those of PP, SS and SSS phases, by
Dp = 5 s/deg. We constructed 44 compressional and 46 shear
travel-time residual maps. The uncertainty of the travel-time
maps has two main sources. The first contribution is due to
the spherical harmonic expansion of the two-way vertical
travel-time perturbation (equation (4)). It measures the
discrepancy between the observed travel-time residual and
the theoretical delay time predicted by the harmonic
expansion. The second contribution defines the deviation of
the path-average approach from ray theory and finite-
frequency approach [Mosca and Trampert, 2009]. This
term is larger than the first one and thus contributes most to
the uncertainty of travel-time measurements. The error in
taking a range of p rather than a single value in the con-
struction of the maps is negligible. We find that error-bars
of shear phase data are less than 4.0 s. The standard devi-
ation of compressional phase data is included between
0.8 and 1.5 s. We assume that the travel-time residual
uncertainty is equally divided among the spherical har-
monic components.
[21] For the normal-mode data we use spheroidal splitting
function measurements with corresponding uncertainty
below 3 mHz from Deuss et al. [2011] and their corre-
sponding sensitivity kernels. The data from Deuss et al.
[2011] include the most recent seismic events (e.g., the
2008 Wenchuan China, the 2004 Sumatra and the 2005
Pakistan earthquakes) and new global seismic stations pro-
viding a better data coverage than that of Resovsky and
Ritzwoller [1998]. Although the amplitudes of the splitting
functions between the two catalogs are comparable, the
discrepancy in terms of pattern is large for spheroidal modes
with a deeper sensitivity. We exclude data with a sensitivity
to the inner core and neglect the interaction between multi-
plets. We use even-degree structure coefficients corre-
sponding to the fundamental mode and the first five
overtones (Table 1). In total, 38 spheroidal modes for
degree-0 and degree-2 (5 structure coefficients), 32 for
degree-4 (9 structure coefficients) and 26 for degree-6 (13
structure coefficients) are included. They are corrected for
the crust using the model CRUST5.1 [Mooney et al., 1998].
Crustal structures have been obtained by computing the
exact local perturbation from CRUST5.1 and normal-mode
equations in a radially symmetric model [Woodhouse, 1974;
Bozdag and Trampert, 2008]. We then subtract the crustal
correction from the corresponding splitting function. Since we
are only working with structure coefficients up to degree-6,
CRUST5.1 has sufficient complexity. As expected, crustal
structure coefficients have larger values (up to 5.0 mHz) for
modes with shallow sensitivity. We further exclude toroidal
modes from our procedure to avoid an inversion of both
horizontally-polarized and vertically-polarized shear wave
velocity in the upper mantle. This would require working with
many more model parameters which is not feasible in a Monte
Carlo approach. Furthermore, toroidal modes are less sensi-
tive to density because they only involve horizontal motions.
[22] Surface wave data are from Visser et al. [2008], who
computed phase velocity maps using the approach of
Yoshizawa and Kennett [2002]. We consider 53 fundamental
and higher mode Rayleigh wave phase velocity maps with
their uncertainty and the associated kernel, up to the fourth
mode. We exclude high frequency (>0.002 Hz) fundamental
modes as well as the fifth and sixth overtones which are
strongly sensitive to the crust [Bozdag and Trampert, 2008].
We apply the crustal corrections, computed by a procedure
similar to that described for normal-modes, to surface wave
measurements using the model CRUST5.1 which is suffi-
cient for the correction of low degree maps. We do not
consider Love wave phase velocity maps for the same reason
as for the toroidal modes.
[23] The Earth’s structure is expanded laterally into
spherical harmonics and vertically into natural cubic splines
as explained in section 2. The depth inversion is performed
by considering one spherical harmonic coefficient at a time.
Although two-way travel time residuals and phase velocities
provide maps at even and odd degrees, splitting functions
are only available for even degrees. We therefore discard the
odd degrees and the three data sets together provide 181
coefficients for degree l = 0 and 2, 175 for l = 4 and 169 for
l = 6 (Table 1). Since care was taken that there is no spectral
leakage for the low degree expansions, neglecting the odd
degrees is not a problem, except for the interpretation of the
final models.
[24] The most suitable number of splines depends on
several factors. First, using the path-average approximation,
the body wave coverage is only good between a depth of 670
and 1900 km and in the D″ region. Surface wave measure-
ments have a good depth resolution in the upper mantle
down to 670 km depth and free oscillations constrain only
the large-scale structure of the mantle. We simultaneously
invert for seismic wave speeds and density. Surface waves
and free oscillations are also sensitive to topography per-
turbations. Hence, we also solve topographic variations at
670 km depth as well as at the core-mantle boundary. We
assume that surface topography is isostatically compensated
and thus taken into account by the crustal correction. We
therefore parameterize the mantle with 10 natural cubic
spline functions, a compromise between expected resolution
and the number of parameters (Figure 1). This means that
our model space has 32 dimensions. For each of the 28
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structure coefficients (1 degree-0, 5 degree-2, 9 degree-4 and
13 degree-6) we have 10 radial unknowns for dlnvp, 10 for
dlnvs, 10 for dlnr and 2 for topographic perturbations.
[25] The measurements described above constrain the
compressional wave speed, shear wave speed and density
throughout the mantle. This is shown in Figure 2 where we
plot the partial derivatives (radial integral in equation (5)) of
seismic data as a function of depth of the spline knot. The
lower mantle is well resolved by body waves and normal-
modes, whereas surface waves and normal modes image the
upper mantle well. Furthermore, constraints on density
structures are provided mainly by normal mode measure-
ments since the density sensitivity is absent in body wave
data and weak in surface waves. Specifically, the density
sensitivity in the deep interior is determined by two sphe-
roidal modes of the third overtone, five of the fourth over-
tone and three of the fifth overtone.
4. Seismic Wave Speeds and Density Models
[26] In section 2, we described theoretically how we
inverted body wave, normal-mode and surface wave data
locally for depth using the NA. In this section we show the
results for the lower mantle. The images for the upper mantle
are displayed in Appendix A.
[27] Using the Neighborhood Algorithm, we obtain per
spherical harmonic coefficient a probability density function
for each of the 32 components of the mantle model (10 for




the model at a certain latitude, longitude and depth, we draw
random values which re-sample the 1-D (Gaussian and non-
Gaussian) marginal probability density function of the
model parameters using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
[Metropolis et al., 1953; Tarantola, 1987; Mosegaard and
Tarantola, 1995]. The algorithm generates random walks
sampling an initial, unknown probability distribution. Only
those walks fitting the target distribution are accepted. The
advantage of this Markov Chain Monte Carlo method is that
we obtain a sequence of random samples from a probability
distribution for which direct sampling is difficult. At each
depth of the spline knots, we define laterally 264 grid nodes
of 15  15 area, and express the perturbation of vp, vs and
r as a pdf at a specific node by summing the re-sampled pdfs
of the spherical harmonic coefficients. By virtue of the
Central Limit theorem, the pdf at a given node converges
toward a Gaussian probability distribution. To display the
models of lateral variations it is therefore sufficient to show
their means (Figure 3) and standard deviations (Figure 4) at
each of the 264 grid nodes and 10 spline knots. In the
Bayesian framework the mean is the most likely value and
the standard deviation is the width of the pdf. It is important
to note however that the mean model does not necessarily fit
the data best. To identify the best fitting model the joint
probability density function has to be analyzed, not the
marginals. The appraisal stage of the NA also computes the
2-D marginal pdf between pairs of unknowns. This quantity
provides information about the trade-off between model
parameters. Some of the 2-D marginals are discussed in
Mosca [2010]. They are not important for our conclusions
and therefore not included here.
[28] In Figure 3 at 2891 km depth our maps show negative
seismic wave speed anomalies beneath the central Pacific
Ocean and Africa surrounded by an increase in S wave speed
which is particularly strong beneath South America and the
eastern Asia. Low S wave velocity provinces are correlated
well with compressional wave speed structures at the same
locations. At 2600 km depth negative anomalies in vs are
more pronounced and correspond to an increase in density.
The agreement between positive wave speed anomalies and
subducting slabs in the lower mantle is not clear from our
images. The reason is that such small-scale heterogeneities
are below the lateral resolution of our tomographic images
which map structure of wavelength equal to or higher than
3300 km.
[29] The lateral distribution of uncertainties from Figure 4
is relatively uniform. The relative average standard deviation
is 70% of the maximum amplitude of dlnvp, 55% of the
maximum amplitude of dlnr and between 48% and 58% of
the largest dlnvs. Such large standard deviations are a com-
bination of two factors. The first is the uncertainty of the
seismic data and the second is due to the broad search per-
formed by the NA. Furthermore, dlnvp values are associated
with the highest error-bar because the uncertainty of two-
way travel-time residual maps of compressional phases are
higher than those of shear phases. We would like to stress
again that our model parameters are given as marginal pdfs
and therefore we should not subject the mean to over
interpretation.
[30] Other more robust features of seismic heterogeneity
can be detected by calculating correlation coefficients and
the root-mean square (RMS) amplitudes. Moreover, these
statistical parameters can be used to relate seismic wave
speeds and density anomalies to properties of thermo-
chemical variations. To evaluate them we cannot use the 1-D
marginals shown in Figures 3 and 4 because after
Figure 1. Radial parametrization of the Earth’s interior
from the surface to the core-mantle boundary with 10 natural
cubic spline functions.
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marginalizing, information related to higher dimensional
correlations might be lost and the result would be biased
toward lower values than they really are. The calculation
must draw samples in the multidimensional pdf. This is not
an easy task, but we can approximate these samples by
considering the output from the first stage of the NA. This
estimate will be close to drawing in the joint probability
densities because we tuned the NA to converge fast (i.e.,
nr ≪ ns). The result is displayed in Figure 5. We also show
the statistics for bulk sound velocity perturbations, dlnvc,
calculated from shear and compressional wave speeds:
v2c ¼ v2p 
4
3
v2s ; dlnvc ¼
dlnvp  gdlnvs
1 g ; ð9Þ
where g ¼ 4v2s3vp2. We compute the 1-D marginal of dlnvc for a
given spherical component using the concept of convolution
between two pdfs (i.e., the 1-D marginals of shear and com-
pressional velocities). The first column of Figure 5 displays
the probability distribution of the correlation coefficient for
pairs of seismic variations as a function of depth. The cor-
relation between P wave and S wave speed perturbations is
mostly positive but decreases with increasing depth. Varia-
tions of vs are anti-correlated with both density and bulk
sound velocity anomalies, although the tail of their distribu-
tions is often very long. Both the anti-correlation dlnvs 
dlnr and those dlnvs  dlnvc indicate a chemical origin for
seismic heterogeneities in the deep interior [Karato and
Karki, 2001; Forte and Mitrovica, 2001; Trampert et al.,
2004].
[31] The second column of Figure 5 shows the profile of
the likelihood of the RMS amplitude of dlnvp, dlnvs, dlnr
and dlnvc with varying depth and, hence, provides informa-
tion about seismic anomaly amplitudes. Clearly, P wave
speed variations are smallest, while dlnr has the largest
values also indicated by Figure 3. The likelihood of ratios
R ¼ dlnvsdlnvp and x ¼
dlnr
dlnvs
at various depths are shown in the
third column of Figure 5. The range of R is between 1.2 and
3.0 in the lower mantle, in agreement with previous studies
which found a compressional to shear wave speed anomaly
ratio between 2 and 3.5 in the D″ region [e.g.,Masters et al.,
2000; Romanowicz, 2001; Deschamps and Trampert, 2003;
Ritsema and van Heijst, 2002; Antolik et al., 2003]. The
width of the histogram of R is particularly important.
As pointed out by Deschamps and Trampert [2003], this
contains valuable information about the origin of the seismic
perturbations. The probability distribution of the density to
shear wave speed anomaly ratio is between 0.8 and 1.7. This
Figure 2. Sensitivity of body wave (blue lines), surface wave (black lines) and normal-mode (red lines)
measurements to (top left) compressional wave speed, (top right) shear wave speed, and (bottom) density.
They are projected onto spline basis and plotted as a function of the spline knots. We scaled the partial
derivatives (radial integral in equation (5)) by the corresponding maximum value of each data set in order
to plot them together.
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Figure 3. (left) Compressional wave speed, (middle) shear wave speed, and (right) density perturbation
maps at six depths, together with hot spots (green circles) and plate boundaries (green lines). Red (blue)
regions denote slower (faster) than average seismic wave speed and a decrease (increase) in density.
Measurements were calculated for even degrees 0, 2, 4 and 6. Perturbations are given in percent with
respect to PREM. We divided each layer into 264 nodes of 15  15 area and estimated the mean and
standard deviation in a grid node from the 1-D marginal pdf provided by the Neighborhood Algorithm.
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range is not in agreement with earlier studies which esti-
mated values of x smaller than 1.0 [Forte et al., 1994; Cadek
and Fleitout, 1999; Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Karato and
Karki, 2001; Romanowicz, 2001]. Most of these studies
however assume a priori temperature to be responsible for
density variations or used a regularized inversion. Our den-
sity variations are much larger, because we searched all
models compatible with our data. We therefore think that the
density model from this work is a robust clue to the
Figure 4. As Figure 3, but for the lateral distribution of the uncertainty of dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr.
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existence of significant chemical heterogeneities in the
Earth’s deep interior.
4.1. Consistency With Previous Models
[32] To check the consistency of our results, we compare
them with two different tomographic models. The first one is
the S wave velocity model S20RTS of Ritsema et al. [1999]
and the corresponding P wave velocity model P12 of
Ritsema and van Heijst [2002]. Both S20RTS and P12 are
three-dimensional tomographic velocity models expressed
as perturbations from PREM. The models are parameterized
radially with 21 natural cubic splines between the Moho and
the core-mantle boundary and laterally with spherical har-
monics up to degree 20 for S20RTS and up to degree 12 for
P12. We only plot their lateral heterogeneity for even
degrees up to 6 to facilitate a direct comparison between the
maps.
[33] The second model for comparison is GyPSuM of
Simmons et al. [2009, 2010]. This is a three-dimensional
mantle model of compressional wave speed, shear wave
speed and density perturbations and has been produced from
a joint inversion of seismic body wave travel-time mea-
surements, geodynamic and mineralogical data. They com-
puted density perturbations from S wave variations by a
scaling factor calculated using a Monte Carlo approach. We
have chosen to compare our results to that model because it
is one of the few models to have inverted for independent
density perturbations. GyPSuM consists of 22 layers radially
and 275  275 km blocks laterally. To make a consistent
Figure 5. Normalized distribution of the (left) correlation coefficient, (middle) root-mean square (RMS)
amplitude, and (right) seismic ratios dlnvsdlnvp and
dlnr
dlnvs
as a function of depth between all possible models
generated by the NA.
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comparison, we expand their model into spherical harmonics
and again map only degrees 0, 2, 4 and 6.
[34] Our models are given as marginal pdfs at each node,
while the models for comparison only take one specific
value obtained by regularized inversion. The most likely
point is not necessarily a meaningful model, therefore the
best way to compare them is to plot the comparison models
on top of our marginals at specific latitude-longitude points.
We have chosen the point (0, 180) which is exactly in the
center of the Pacific LLVZ. It is clear that S20RTS/P12 and
GyPSuM intersect with our pdfs and therefore formally
agree (Figure 6). A similar agreement can be found at the
other points over the globe. Several features are noteworthy
in Figure 6. In the lower mantle, S20RTS/P12 and GyPSuM
are overall small, except near the CMB where they show
more amplitude. This is mostly due to regularization rather
than data constraints. Our pdfs are wide which reflects both
constraints from the data and our large search bounds. Both
approaches reflect different strategies: finding one model
given certain data and regularization constraints (i.e.,
S20RTS/P12 and GyPSuM) versus finding all models within
a certain region (i.e., this work). While they are both valid
and complementary, they will have a large influence on
thermo-chemical inferences based upon them [de Wit et al.,
2012].
[35] A further test to check the robustness of our results is
to compare them with the model from Resovsky and
Trampert [2003], referred to as RT03. This is a seismic
model produced with free oscillation and surface wave data
using the NA. In RT03, the lower mantle is parameterized
with three layers only due to computational limitations at the
time. For each spherical component we therefore average
our spline parameterization over those three layers to make
the comparison. The pdfs overlap nicely (Figure 7), but there
also some differences. RT03 has been constructed without
body wave data, and the surface wave and free oscillation
data were from Trampert et al. [2001] and Resovsky and
Ritzwoller [1998], respectively. While the surface waves of
Trampert et al. [2001] are similar to those of Visser et al.
[2008], the normal-mode data of Deuss et al. [2011] have
a significantly different pattern from those of Resovsky and
Ritzwoller [1998], as explained in section 3. Furthermore,
we also use body wave measurements which were excluded
in RT03. The presence of body waves increases the depth
Figure 6. Probability density function of (left) dlnvp and (right) dlnvs at the grid node (0, 180) and at
various depths. We binned 10000 normally distributed random deviates from the chosen pdf and built the
black histograms. Red and green lines represent seismic variations at (0, 180) from P12/S20RTS and
GyPSuM, respectively. We also show dlnvs from S40RTS [Ritsema et al., 2011], an update of S20RTS,
described by blue lines. For even degrees below or equal to 6, S20RTS and S40RTS have a correlation
above 0.8.
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resolution in the lower mantle and, especially, in the D″
region. For this reason, our models have a depth resolution
of a few hundred km whereas the depth resolution of RT03
is  1000-km.
5. Approach for Constraining the
Thermo-chemical Structure
[36] To quantify the thermal, chemical and mineral phase
variations fitting the results of section 4, we first compute
the seismic properties of many hypothetical mineralogical
mixtures, applying the thermo-dynamically self-consistent
method of Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni [2005]. This is a
relatively recent approach to determine both physical prop-
erties (elastic wave speeds and density) and the phase equi-
libria of an assemblage of mantle phases although for our
purposes, we only use the data to calculate physical prop-
erties. The self-consistency of the method ensures a robust-
ness of all aspects of the mantle physics because they are
derived within the same formalism. We apply the third-order
finite strain Birch-Murnaghan equation-of-state (EOS) from
Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni [2005]. This allows us to
calculate elastic moduli as well as the density for each
mineral mantle phase present. The overall bulk modulus K
and shear modulus G for a given mineral assemblage are
computed using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average of the com-
ponent phases, while the density is the average of the densi-
ties of minerals weighted by their volumetric proportions.
Defining shear and compressional wave speeds from these K,
G and r for a mineralogical assemblage is then straightfor-
ward. For a more comprehensive description of this proce-
dure the reader can consult Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni
[2005, 2011] and Xu et al. [2008]. Elastic parameters used
in this study are taken from Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni
[2011]. These parameters have been inferred using a large
compilation of laboratory and theoretical mineral physics
experiments and are derived to fit the accompanying
equation-of-state [Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2011].
We select seven end-member mineral phases at depths
between 950 and 2000 km: (Mg, Fe) perovskite, Al2O3
perovskite, CaSiO3 perovskite, (Mg, Fe) ferropericlase and
SiO2 stishovite. In the lowermost mantle we include also the
post-perovskite phases: (Mg, Fe) post-perovskite, Al2O3 post-
perovskite. At depths below 1700 km free silica is presented
as seifertite and above this depth it is presented as stishovite
[e.g., Murakami et al., 2003; Tsuchiya et al., 2004a].
Figure 7. As Figure 6, but for the comparison of the pdf of (left) dlnvp, (middle) dlnvs, and (right) dlnr
between this study (blue histograms) and those of Resovsky and Trampert [2003] (red histograms).
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[37] We generate many hypothetical mineral assemblages
whose temperature and composition are chosen at random
within the thermo-chemical ranges using a Monte Carlo
procedure. The boundaries, listed in Tables 2 and 3, are
larger because the average thermo-chemical structure of
the mantle is relatively unknown. This also means that
the contribution of the uncertainties of the mineral physics
measurements on our results is negligible. Recent studies of
the partition coefficient of iron between perovskite and fer-
ropericlase have restricted the range of this parameter rela-
tive to our chosen range [Irifune et al., 2010; Naryginaa
et al., 2011]. We find, however, that assuming narrower
bounds than 0.001–2.0 for the partition coefficient does not
change our thermo-chemical perturbations.
[38] After generating a set of 100000 hypothetical refer-
ence (mref) and perturbed (mpert) model mineral assemblages
at each pressure, we calculate “synthetic” P wave speed,
S wave speed and density using the EOS of Stixrude and
Lithgow-Bertelloni [2005]. For each pair of mixtures we
define their “synthetic” variation as a finite difference:
dlnm ¼ mpert  mref
mref
;
where m is vp, vs and r (L. Cobden et al., submitted manu-
script, 2012). Such anomalies reflect the underlying






where C represents the minerals of the assemblage.
[39] We impose the constraint that elastic bulk and shear
moduli as well as density in the reference models must fit
PREM within 1%. We provide thus a higher consistency
between mineralogical and seismic models since the latter
are expressed by relative deviations from PREM. The
uncertainty bounds of 1%, however, allow us to accept still a
broad range of thermo-chemical mixtures, implying that a
physical reference model for temperature and composition is
poorly constrained [Deschamps and Trampert, 2004;
Cobden et al., 2009]. Furthermore, the choice of PREM does
not affect our results. Deschamps and Trampert [2003,
2004] and Cobden et al. [2009] verified that with ak135
[Kennett et al., 1995] rather than PREM the estimates of
thermal and compositional structures in the lower mantle are
not significantly different. Indeed, seismic velocities of dif-
ferent reference models only show discrepancies from each
other when the uncertainty bounds are less than 1%.
[40] To avoid unrealistically large thermo-chemical var-
iations, we restrict the chemical composition of the per-
turbed model with respect to the reference model by
imposing two conditions. First, the (Pv + pPv)-component of
the perturbed model falls within 12% of the (Pv + pPv)-
component of the associate reference model. Second, the
volume of iron of the perturbed model is within 6% of Fe of
its reference model.
[41] To find which compositions agree with the seismic
data, we simultaneously fit variations of compressional wave
speed, shear wave speed and density in the hypothetical
thermo-chemical models to those of tomographic models
which are therefore the observed data. To perform this, we
use the Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm, described in section
4. In this case the random samples are the hypothetical
mineralogical values of dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr; and the target
distribution is given by the seismic pdfs of dlnvp, dlnvs and
dlnr. A significant advantage of Metropolis Algorithm is the
possibility to re-sample the probability distribution of
accepted hypothetical models to obtain a close fit to the
seismic pdf.
[42] We evaluate thermo-chemical variations at six depths
in the lower mantle. At a given depth our tomographically-
inferred seismic variations in a grid node are described by
a Gaussian pdf centered around a mean with a specific
width, as explained in section 4. Thus, we draw 10000 ran-
dom normally-distributed deviates from the mean within
one standard deviation and compare them with the 100000
hypothetical mineralogical assemblages. The Metropolis
algorithm accepts those hypothetical reference- and per-
turbed-model assemblages whose dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr fit
the seismic observations simultaneously. Figure 8 illustrates
how the Metropolis Algorithm works. The left-hand column
shows the normalized probability distribution of compres-
sional wave speed, shear wave speed and density variations
for the 100000 hypothetical models and the 10000 random
deviates from the seismologically observed 1-D pdf at one
node. Only 5% of the hypothetical mixtures fall within the
observed pdf and therefore these ones tend to be accepted
after applying the Metropolis algorithm. Their probability
distribution is then re-sampled to obtain a closer fit to the
seismic distribution (right-hand column of Figure 8).
6. Thermal and Compositional Model
[43] Using the Metropolis Algorithm, we determine the
assemblages that best explain the seismic heterogeneity out
of a broad range of thermo-chemical models. Temperature
Table 2. Depth, Pressure, and Range of Temperature for
Hypothetical Mineralogical Mixtures







Table 3. Range of Parameters for Compositional Mantle
Assemblagesa
Parameter Value
% Pv + mw component 85–100
% Pv + pPv within Pv + mw
component
60–100
% Fe within Pv + pPv component 0–20
Partition coefficient Fe-Mg within
Pv + mw component
0.001–2.0
pPv within Pv + pPv component 0–100
Al2O3 within Al2O3 + CaSiO3 + SiO2
component
0–100
SiO2 within Al2O3 + CaSiO3 + SiO2
component
0–100
aPv indicates the (Mg, Fe)-perovskite; mw, the (Fe, Mg)O and pPv, the
(Mg, Fe)-postperovskite.
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and chemical variation images derived from this approach
fit the seismic structures shown in Figures 3 and 4. We
calculate changes in iron, silicate and post-perovskite in the
lower mantle. Changes in iron are variations in the total
volume of all Fe-bearing minerals (Fe-Pv, Fe-pPv and FeO);
silica perturbations are perturbations in Si-bearing post-
perovskites and perovskites and free SiO2; and changes in
post-perovskite are expressed as percentage of pPv with
respect to the sum (pPv + Pv). Mapping variations of other
elements, such as aluminium and calcium, might be impor-
tant in understanding the origin of seismic anomalies
[Irifune and Tsuchiya, 2007]. However, we find that in our
calculations these effects on seismic properties are of second
order compared to the other compositional variations and in
the interests of brevity are not shown here.
[44] From a set of 100000 hypothetical thermo-chemical
models, the Metropolis Algorithm extracts between 3000
and 8000 models at the top of the lower mantle and up to
13000 models in the D″ region.
[45] Maps of lateral changes in temperature and volumet-
ric fraction of iron, silicates and post-perovskite at six depths
of the deep interior are shown in Figure 9. Images of dpPv
and dFe are significantly correlated with S wave speed and
density perturbations of Figure 3, respectively. The ampli-
tude of silicate variations in D″ region are small because
seismic wave speeds are more sensitive to post-perovskite
Figure 8. Comparison of normalized probability distributions of dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr between hypothet-
ical mineralogical models (blue histograms) and seismic models (red histograms) at a grid node of 2891 km
depth. Red distributions are given by 10000 random deviates from the pdf described by the mean and the
standard deviation of Figures 3 and 4. (left) We binned 100000 thermo-chemical mixtures generated from
the method of Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni [2005] and thus constructed the blue distributions. (right)
Blue histograms are built from 5143 accepted thermo-chemical mixtures fitting seismic observations.
Using the Metropolis Algorithm their distribution has been modified to fit that of the seismic data.
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than silicate anomalies. In D″ region, a higher content of iron
and silicate corresponds to a decrease in post-perovskite
beneath the central Pacific Ocean and Africa. These features
are linked to an increase in density and a negative vs
anomaly. At some depths, especially at the top of the lower
mantle, the temperature and the total volume of silicate from
the reference model are such that the corresponding variation
is shifted toward positive numbers more frequently than to
negative numbers. This is due to the constraints to fit PREM
imposed on the reference models. Furthermore, our range of
thermo-chemical variables are not necessary centered on
values which fit PREM.
[46] Figure 10 exhibits the lateral distribution of uncer-
tainty of the thermo-chemical structure in Figure 9. The
standard deviations of iron and post-perovskite variations
are around 32% and 61% of the maximum anomaly ampli-
tude respectively. Variations in temperature and silicate have
large uncertainty in the lowermost mantle, between 85% and
Figure 9. Lateral variations of temperature, iron, silicates and post-perovskite at various depths of the
lower mantle. Temperature variations are expressed in Kelvin, while iron, perovskite and post-perovskite
perturbations are given in percent. Furthermore, variations are measured relative to thermochemical mod-
els which fit PREM to within 1%. Red regions denote negative chemical anomalies and a higher than aver-
age temperature, while blue regions are associated with positive chemical variations and a lower than
average temperature. Maps show hot spots (green circles) as well as plate boundaries (green lines).
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92% of the largest size of the perturbations. This is explained
by two effects. First, the greater the number of mineralogi-
cal end-members in the assemblage is, the stronger the
trade-offs among them are. Moreover, at the perovskite to
post-perovskite phase transition there are many possible
combinations of mantle minerals which generate the same
value of the derivative of the seismic variable (seismic
wave speed and density) with respect to the composition
(equation (10)). The second reason is the wide range of per-
mitted temperatures in the D″ region (because of approaching
the thermal boundary layer above the liquid core) which may
trade-off with changes in composition.
[47] The overall correlation as a function of depth is a
measure of how well the elastic properties of the thermo-
chemical images fit those of the tomographic data (Figure 11).
This parameter is higher than 0.85 at any depth and the lowest
values are associated with compressional wave speed struc-
ture, especially at the top of the lower mantle. This suggests
that a broad range of thermo-chemical variations fit the dlnvp
tomographic model because P wave velocity perturbations are
less sensitive to thermo-chemical changes. Further, Figure 11
exhibits a high agreement between seismic and mineralogical
models for density anomalies.
[48] We also investigate the correlation as a function of
depth between seismic and thermo-chemical properties as
well as between thermal and compositional properties. The
first and second column of Figure 12 show that compres-
sional and shear wave speed perturbations are negatively or
Figure 10. As Figure 9, but for the uncertainty of thermal and chemical anomalies.
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poorly correlated with changes in temperature and compo-
sition at any layer, with the exception of the positive corre-
lation between dlnvs and dpPv. This implies that: (1) robust
P and S wave speed variations alone are not sufficient to
properly map thermo-chemical structure in the lower mantle;
(2) the constraints provided by a consistent model of dlnr
are essential to reduce the trade-off between temperature and
composition. Density variations are strongly correlated with
iron heterogeneity and negatively correlated with anomalies
in temperature (third column of Figure 12). This suggests
that changes in iron may strongly perturb the density struc-
ture in the deep interior. The fourth column of Figure 12
shows the probability distribution between thermal and
chemical heterogeneities. Looking at these histograms it
seems there is a discrepancy between them and the maps in
Figure 9, e.g., the positive correlation between dSi and dpPv
and between dT and dpPv. The explanation for this is that
computing the direct correlation between pairs of obser-
vables is not straightforward when there are many variables
(dT, dSi, dFe and dpPv) biasing each other. In statistics this
type of correlation is known as multiple correlation. Fur-
thermore, our models are pdfs and just interpreting one
realization (i.e., Figure 9) is misleading.
[49] It is interesting to check the temperature and compo-
sition of the subset of reference models accepted by the
Metropolis Algorithm. Since they fall within 1% of PREM,
the average of their thermo-chemical properties should, in
principle, be consistent with a reference composition. This is
also confirmed by the small lateral variation of the reference
mixtures. In Figure 13 we plot the temperature and compo-
sition profile of accepted reference models, together with
their standard deviation, as a function of depth. The upper-
most lower mantle in our model contains 25  6% of (Mg,
Fe)O and 60–80% of silicate where the content of SiO2 is
less than 2% and CaSiO3 is between 2 and 8%. The D″
region is dominated by the post-perovskite phase whose
percentage is 65  20% within the sum (Pv + pPv); CaSiO3
and SiO2 (not plotted) remain almost constant and the vol-
ume of (Mg, Fe)O is 18 10%. Therefore, the small volume
of SiO2 and CaSiO3 suggests that there is not a dominant
basaltic component in the deep interior. Moreover, in the D″
region the temperature is 2485  357 K at 2600 km and
2900  371 K at the CMB. Experimental and theoretical
studies found that the stability regime of post-perovskite is
2500 K at a pressure between 120 and 136 GPa [Murakami
et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004]. Due to the large
uncertainty in the Clapeyron slope, our thermal calculations
are compatible with such predictions. Moreover, the tem-
perature at the CMB has been estimated to lie between 2700
and 4200 K [e.g., Williams, 1998; van der Hilst et al., 2007;
L. Cobden et al., submitted manuscript, 2012], in agreement
with the temperature predicted by this work.
[50] Results shown so far are based on the hypothesis of
the coexistence of (laterally varying) Pv and pPv at the D″
region. In the next section we will discuss different scenarios
for the lowermost mantle.
6.1. The Effect of Post-perovskite in the D″ Region
[51] To analyze the effect of post-perovskite in explain-
ing the observed seismic structures, we estimate thermo-
chemical anomalies for three possible scenarios in the
lowermost mantle. First, we assume the coexistence of Pv
and pPv (section 6). In the second case, (Mg, Fe, Al)-
perovskite is completely converted into post-perovskite
(pPv-model) and, thus, perovskite is only present in the form
of CaSiO3. In the third scenario post-perovskite is excluded
from the thermodynamic calculations (pPv-free model). We
notice that the time to compute 100000 hypothetical pPv-free
mixtures is 3 times (or more) longer than the time for pPv-
bearing models due to the difficulty in finding a pPv-free
assemblage which fits PREM.
Figure 11. Correlation coefficient as a function of depth between dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr of Figure 3 and
dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr of thermo-chemical mixtures accepted by the Metropolis Algorithm and, thus, fitting
the seismic data. All correlations are calculated for the statistically most likely seismic and thermochem-
ical models.
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[52] For the three cases the reference state is not the same
(Figure 13) and therefore we plot the anomalies with zero-
mean to make a meaningful comparison between these
hypothetical D″ regions. Figure 14 shows images of dT, dFe,
dSilicate and dpPv (if present) at 2600 and 2891 km depth.
In Case 2 and 3 the variation of the content in post-perovskite
is 100% and 0%, respectively. Looking at these maps, we
notice that the variation of (p)Pv does not change the
anomalies in iron, whereas it affects the amplitude of the
thermal anomalies which are higher in the second case.
However, the pattern of the maps does not vary significantly
in the three hypothetical lowermost mantles.
[53] The thermal and chemical profiles of the reference
thermo-chemical models for a pPv-scenario as well as a pPv-
free scenario appear to be meaningful (Figure 13). In the pPv-
case the average temperature is (3313  378) K in the D″
region, perhaps too high for the occurrence of pPv. In the
pPv-free mantle, the temperature and silicates have a smaller
standard deviation, as expected. The perovskite into post-
perovskite phase transition is associated with a high dlnvs and
implies a trade-off between temperature and composition.
Such a trade-off explains the large uncertainty in the lateral
compositional variations of the pPv-bearing scenarios.
[54] Although accepting one of the three proposed sce-
narios and rejecting the other two is meaningless due to the
large uncertainty of thermo-chemical variations, we favor
a pPv-bearing scenario in line with the statistical analysis
of L. Cobden et al. (submitted manuscript, 2012).
7. Discussion and Conclusion
[55] Earlier probabilistic tomography works produced
long wavelength models of seismic wave speeds and density
from the inversion of surface wave and free oscillation
measurements [Resovsky and Trampert, 2003; Trampert
Figure 12. Probability distribution of the correlation coefficient between seismic structure and thermo-
chemical anomalies (first, second and third column) as well as between anomalies in temperature and com-
position (fourth column).
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et al., 2004]. In this study we implemented body waves into
probabilistic tomography. We imaged seismic structures by
inverting two-way vertical travel-time residual maps, nor-
mal-mode splitting functions and surface wave phase
velocity maps locally for depth. We used a new catalogue of
splitting functions computed from the latest large earth-
quakes and, hence, characterized by a better data coverage.
The robustness of these measurements ensures strong con-
straints on seismic velocities and, especially, on density
structures. The inclusion of body wave measurements
improves the depth resolution in the lowermost mantle.
[56] After we constructed independent maps of density and
wave speeds, we used them to discriminate which tempera-
ture variations and mineralogical assemblages can explain
the seismic data. Using the latest mineral physics data and the
method of Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni [2005], together
with the Metropolis Algorithm, we mapped anomalies in
temperature and composition. The robustness of the thermal
and chemical perturbation model from this approach is indi-
cated by the good agreement between our results and those
of L. Cobden et al. (submitted manuscript, 2012). Although
they are obtained by a similar method for constraining thermo-
chemical variations, the seismic data used to fit mineralog-
ical models are different. In L. Cobden et al. (submitted
manuscript, 2012) tomographically inferred data are variations
of compressional wave speed and shear wave speed obtained
from the lateral inversion of Pdiff and Sdiff measurements,
suitable phases to image the CMB. Our observed seismic data
are given by dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr from the depth inversion of
body waves, surface waves and normal-modes using a global
space approach. In spite of this, our conclusions agree well
with those of the stochastic analysis of L. Cobden et al. (sub-
mitted manuscript, 2012) which have found a closer fit to the
seismic data for a pPv-bearing CMB than for a pPv-free CMB.
[57] The highlight of this work is the mapping of lateral
variations in post-perovskite in the D″ region. Those images
suggest a geographical candidate for the Pv to pPv conver-
sion (i.e., the circum-Pacific belt) based on not only con-
straints from mineral physics but also tomographic data. The
main conclusion from the present paper (i.e., the existence of
significant chemical heterogeneities in the deep interior)
disagrees with those works which point out primarily a
thermal origin of the seismic heterogeneity in the deep inte-
rior [e.g., Steinberger and Calderwood, 2006; Kawai and
Tsuchiya, 2009; Simmons et al., 2010]. Such a discrepancy
can be due to two factors. First, imposing prior constraints on
the mineralogical mixtures (such as explaining as much as
possible with temperature) can drive the search of the best
Figure 13. Profile of the reference temperature and volume of iron, silica and post-perovskite as a func-
tion of depth within their error-bars. These values are computed as the average of the temperatures and
compositions of reference models which both fit PREM to within 1% and have associated perturbed mod-
els which fit the tomographic observations. At depths equal to or greater than 2600 km we studied three
different scenarios: the coexistence of Pv and pPv (black lines); the total conversion of Pv into pPv (green
lines); and a pPv-free chemical variation model (red lines).
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assemblage of minerals toward different seismic and thermo-
chemical perturbation models. We did not make any prior
assumption on the distribution of the temperature and com-
position which thus assume values within broad thermo-
chemical ranges, including also unrealistic mineralogical
assemblages rejected then by the Metropolis Algorithm.
Secondly, if seismic data dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr are not inde-
pendent, imposing scaling factors together with regulariza-
tion can have a large effect on the solution. The use of a
Monte Carlo approach ensures the least possible guidance of
the solution. Both of these explain the apparent discrepancy
between our most likely model and GyPSuM [Simmons
Figure 14. As Figure 9, but for thermal and chemical perturbations with zero-mean in the lowermost
mantle. Maps describe three possible scenarios of the D″ region: the coexistence of Pv and pPv (first
and second rows); the total conversion of Pv into pPv (third and fourth rows); and the exclusion of pPv
(fifth and sixth rows).
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et al., 2010]. However, when we consider the full pdfs of our
model, GyPSuM falls within the distribution and thus is one
possible solution.
[58] The lateral thermo-chemical variations shown in this
paper have an uncertainty which, at worst, is 80% of the
maximum amplitude of the variations. These standard devia-
tions combine the mineral physics data available nowadays
with the current lateral and radial resolution of tomographic
models. In this framework the most important further devel-
opment is to use a finer lateral resolution for tomographic
models estimated by a Monte Carlo approach. This means
including both the cross-coupling splitting functions and the
harmonic degrees higher than 6. It will be interesting to see if
the odd degrees of the Earth structure might reveal new fea-
tures in imaging wave speeds and density as well as thermal
and compositional anomalies, as shown by Bull et al. [2009].
Furthermore, a lateral resolution lower than 3300 km can
display smaller scale features (e.g., subducting slabs and
plumes) which have been recognized by most tomographic
studies in the last twenty years. This will also allow us to
image small scale features of thermo-chemical structures.
[59] Last but not least, from a computational viewpoint,
establishing efficient sampling techniques for highly dimen-
sional spaces (32-D in the present case) will allow us to
exploit a finer radial parametrization. Producing a global
tomographic model from a Monte Carlo approach is time
consuming because the curse of dimensionality quickly limits
the size of the inverse problem [Curtis and Lomax, 2001].
Appendix A
[60] For completeness, we display seismic maps of P wave
speed, S wave speed and density in the upper mantle
(Figure A1), together with their uncertainty (Figure A2).
Figure A1. As Figure 3, but for seismic variations of P wave speed, S wave speed and density at differ-
ent depths in the upper mantle.
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Figure A2. As Figure A1, but for the lateral distribution of the uncertainty of dlnvp, dlnvs and dlnr.
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Figure A3. As Figure 6, but for various layers in the upper mantle.
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Although the upper mantle is more heterogeneous than the
lower mantle and cannot be adequately described by a low
order expansion, the comparison between our model and
S20RTS, P12, GyPSuM and RT03 confirm the same
agreement we observed in section 4.1 (Figures A3 and A4).
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